
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of service strategy.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for service strategy

Management of Interactive Troubleshooting Guide (ITG) design and design
team, working in close partnership with ITG product management and
development resources including significant influence over supporting
technology decisions and strategy
Oracle knowledge management platform
Liaison with quality assurance, consistent with supporting a high quality
product and user experience
Provide national leadership and governance in all things contact center tools
related, ensuring key stakeholder positions are understood, considered, and
managed appropriately
Sets appropriate team goals, consistent with function and overall Cable
Goals, and has processes and procedures in place to track progress, and
ultimately achieve those goals
Drive above-market growth by generating demand, creating loyalty and
developing long-term product, campaign and regional strategies for the
entire $250M Service & Support business
Drive the identification, pursuit and acquisition of strategic business
opportunities including partnerships, alliances, joint ventures, and
acquisitions that could support the business strategy
Lead the overall process and work streams as part of the formal strategy
development processes to systematically and comprehensively codify the
overall perspective on major environmental trends, competitive activity, and
to outline key initiatives and actions to implement strategies based on our
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Measure and assess the value of organizational activities, programs, and
investments in an effort to optimize performance management

Qualifications for service strategy

Knowledge of COBIT, ISO 2000, or CMMI
Ability to lead a large organization
Clearly communicate to all necessary functions unambiguous goals, ensure
complete understanding and commitment
Lead the plan, execution and monitoring of integrated tactical cross
functional action plans (where required), assist in monitoring systems and
metrics
Does not hesitate to reassess and correct tactical and strategic assumptions
Identify and integrate all the critical execution elements and organizational
capability factors in the planning phase


